Aging and temporal discrimination in auditory sequences.
This study examined age-related changes in temporal sensitivity to increments in the inter-onset intervals (IOI) of successive components in tonal sequences. Temporal discrimination was examined using reference stimulus patterns consisting of five 50-ms, 4000-Hz components with equal tonal IOIs selected from the range 100-600 ms. Discrimination was examined in separate conditions by measuring the relative difference limen (DL) for increments of tonal IOI in comparison sequences. In some conditions, comparison sequences featured equal increments of all tonal lOIs to examined listener sensitivity to uniform changes of sequence rate, or tempo. Other conditions measured the DL for increments of a single target IOI within otherwise uniform-rate comparison sequences. For these measurements, the single target IOI was either fixed in sequence location, or randomized in location across listening trials. Listeners in the study included four groups of young and elderly adults with and without high-frequency hearing loss. The results for all listeners showed the relative DL for rate discrimination to decrease from a maximum at the 100-ms IOI to a smaller stable value across the range of longer sequence IOI. All listeners also exhibited larger relative DLs for discrimination of single target intervals compared to rate discrimination for equivalent reference IOI values. Older listeners showed poorer performance than younger listeners in all conditions, with the largest age differences observed for discrimination of brief single intervals that were varied randomly in sequence location. None of the results revealed significant effects of hearing loss on performance of younger and older listeners.